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Provocation No. 293 
Solar Activity Approaches a Maximum

The sun is acting up in a spectacular fashion these days. A huge solar 
flare erupted this fall, producing all sorts of terrestrial effects that are 
now under intensive study. This eleven-year peak of solar activity is 
expected to maximize in the first few months of 1990 in a historically 
inport ant apex of sunspots, flares, coronal mass ejections and related 
phenomena. It could possibly shatter all records since Galileo's discovery 
of sunspots in 1610. It is already well along that path!

The huge outbreaks of last March are chronicled in a scientific article 
in "EOS" by two of my Boulder friends and two other colleagues of theirs.*
The later outbreaks are yet to be documented. On March 6th a big and complex 
group of sunspots rotated onto the East edge of the sun, which has a roughly 
27-day rotation period. During the spot group's two weeks passage of the 
visible face of the sun it produced a plethora of events, many of which 
profoundly affected the space environment of the sun and the upper atmosphere 
of the Earth.

Solar flares were the most striking features in the spot group. From 
6-19 March, 59 large ones blasted off as the spots passed across the sun. In 
years of low solar activity often none of this size are seen in such a length 
of time. A flare is a still-not-fully-understood outbreak of super-high 
temperature gases, controlled in strong magnetic fields associated with the 
spots. With the visible light of the flare, which mounts in seconds of time 
over tens of thousands of miles of the sun's surface, come many effects, 
including strong ultraviolet and X-ray emissions, ejections of charged 
particles some of which transit the 90 million miles from sun to earth at 
substantial fractions of the speed of light, making them almost as strong as 
high energy cosmic rays when they reach the Earth.

The outbreaks distorted the interplanetary magnetic fields out beyond 
the orbit of Mars. This also caused big disruptions of the Earth's magnetism 
and lowered the flux of deep-space cosmic rays into the Earth. On March 
13th, a spacecraft camera recorded the largest size ring of the aurora 
australis (the Southern Hemisphere aurora) ever detected from the instrument. 
In the Northern Hemisphere brilliant visual aurora borealis displays lit the 
night sky of 13-14 March as far south as Texas and Southern California. They 
were brilliant here in Boulder, and all over North America from 30 degrees 
latitude polewards.

The earth currents were strong and irregular in high latitudes, and 
resulted in electric power outages in Canada and Scandinavia. Most of Quebec 
Province experienced a massive nine-hour power failure early Monday morning 
March 13th, as transformers saturated and fuses blew. Geophysical 
exploration by magnetometers was disrupted in South Africa and Australia. 
Microchip production lines were put out of business by stray electrical 
effects. HF radio transmissions were blacked out. Automatic garage door 
openers in California California started to operate randomly as a Navy ship 
tried to communicate to shore on a special system because their regular 
radios were dead. Many LORAN ocean navigations systems had troubles.
Neutron counters in Thule, Greenland rose to the highest peak in 33 years.
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Aeromagnetic surveys became impossible in many countries. Defense systems 
were impaired. Many satellites were harmed as their orbits were lowered by 
greater frictional drag, and as star sensors for stabilization and power 
panels for energy deteriorated.

The article on these events concluded: "As society continues to move to 
wider uses of high-technology devices, often controlled by faster and more 
compact microchip electronics, in space, in aircraft and on the ground as 
coirrainications and power distribution grids become more important and more 
tightly networked, our susceptibility to major impacts on on the populations 
and systems increases."

*****
*EOS, 14 Nov 1989, "Effects of the March 1989 Solar Activity," Page 1479ff. 

by Joe Allen, Herb Sauer, Lou Frank and Patricia Reiff.
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